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POST-POLITICAL DOWNTURNS HIT TELEVISION
  In a year packed with not only a Winter Olympics and 
midterm elections, 2018 was sure to be robust. And the 
local advertising market is likely to continue expanding in 
2019, according to Borrell Associates, which forecasts 
total local ad spending to increase 1.3 percent to $128 
million in the coming year. But Borrell also believes it will be 
a year of diverging fates.
  Without the big drivers of political and the Olympics 
to give television a boost, Borrell projects broadcast 
TV revenue will decline 13.5 percent next year. At 
the same time, cable TV, which had a record year for 
political in 2018, will also see red in 2019 if Borrell’s 
estimates prove true. Borrell forecasts cable TV ad 
revenue to slide 16.2 percent next year. “A little bit 
of that is from the political hangover of 2018. But it’s 
rough being a local TV company right now,” VP of research 
Corey Elliott said during a webinar last week. “We see kind 
of a flattening happening in TV where it’s not going to be as 
dynamic year to year, [due to] political and digital.”
  It seems the television industry will have plenty of company 
in 2019. Borrell estimates radio (-2.8%), phone directories 
(-5.9%), newspapers (-15.8%), cinema (-0.5%) and direct 
mail (-0.2%) will also lose ground. It’s only predicting growth 
for digital (+9.2%), out of home (+3.6%) and telemarketing 
(+0.9%).
  Overall local non-digital ad revenue is forecast to decline 
7.7 percent to $54.4 billion, while total digital ad spending in 
local markets is forecast to rise 9.2 percent to $73.5 billion. 
Digital’s growth rate may be the envy of traditional media, 
but Borrell points out it’s the slowest growth rate in five 
years. Digital grew twice as fast in 2016, it notes. “It’s going 
to level off around 2022-2023, but it’s still on its way up right 
now,” Elliott predicted.
  Borrell estimates digital will capture 58 percent of local 
advertising spending in 2019. That’s up from 55 percent in 
2018 and 52 percent in 2017. That’s why Borrell said it’s so 
important for media companies to continue pushing to grab 
a bigger share of the dollars spent on digital in local markets. 
“Digital overall keeps gobbling share,” firm president 
Gordon Borrell said. He estimates two-thirds of those 
advertising budgets are currently going to Google (51%) 
and Facebook (18%), with thousands of companies fighting 
over what’s left. Borrell calculates local media companies 
are pocketing a combined 15 percent share. And of that 
slice, it estimates that TV stations in large markets get about 
16 percent of those dollars, less in smaller markets.
  “Everybody’s fighting for these [digital] dollars,” Borrell said. 
“Overall it’s getting harder and harder.” He said that even 
though local media’s digital revenue is growing, its share is 
moving in the opposite direction. “At one point 60 percent 
of all digitally spent dollars went to local media companies. 
Now we’re down to 15 percent this year and 14 percent 
next year,” Borrell said. “The pie is growing but the share 
for media companies continues to get smaller and smaller.”

BORRELL PREDICTS LOCAL AD DOLLARS TO GROW IN ’19
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Foot traffic to retail stores fell on Black Friday this year 
— even as online sales broke records, says Fortune.com. 
Visits to physical stores were down 1.7 percent from 2017 
on Black Friday, and 1 percent for both Black Friday and 
Thanksgiving Day shopping, CNBC reported, citing data 
from ShopperTrak. Online sales, meanwhile, hit a new 
record. Shoppers spent $6.22 billion online, up 23.6 percent 

from last year, according to Adobe Analytics. 
Through Shopify alone, consumers spent $37 
million an hour. The 1.7 percent drop in visits to 
physical stores is similar to consumer behavior 
on Black Friday a year ago. In 2017, that statistic 
was down 1.6 percent from the year prior… Not 
sure if it’s a separate number, but Small Business 
Saturday was on track to set a new record of $3 

billion in online sales as of 10 a.m. ET, according to Adobe 
Analytics. The day, which American Express launched 
in 2010, saw online spend increase 24.3 percent year-
over-year during the early hours, reaching $400 million…
Analysts from Edmunds are predicting that November 
auto sales will drop on a year-over-year basis for the first 
time since 2009. Edmunds is forecasting that 1.376 million 
new cars and trucks will be sold in the U.S. in November 
for an estimated seasonally adjusted annual rate of 17.3 
million.  The estimate reflects a 1.3 percent increase in 
sales from October 2018 — and it’s also a 1.3 percent drop 
from November 2017… Retaildive reports that retailers are 
expected to see a 75 percent increase in daily social media 
messages during the last two months of the year. This is 
more than they saw from January through October of 2018, 
and about 32 percent more than they experienced daily in 
November and December of 2017, according to a Sprout 
Social analysis of messages across major social media 
platforms… BJ’s Wholesale Club plans to enter a new state 
next year with the opening of two stores in eastern Michigan. 
The warehouse club chain said it aims to open clubs in 
Madison Heights and Taylor in 2019... The Wall Street 
Journal says Amazon.com is looking to get convenience 
stores, gas stations, restaurants and other non-competitive 
retailers to offer its mobile payment technology, Amazon 
Pay, in their locations. While American consumers have 
been slower than other parts of the world to adopt digital 
wallets, Amazon believes it can grab share from Apple Pay 
and other rivals as the domestic market grows... Big-box 
retailers are capitalizing on the demise of Toys R Us this 
holiday season, and it’s paying off, according to industry 
leaders. The well-known toy retailer, which shuttered its 
U.S. stores in June, accounted for 15 to 20 percent of total 
U.S. toy sales in 2017, based on estimates from Jefferies. 
Some retail experts worried that its liquidation would leave 
a sizable gap in toy sales this holiday season. But experts 
agree that big-box operators like Target, Walmart and 
Costco, not to mention e-commerce giant Amazon, are the 
biggest winners of the Toys R Us fallout.
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NETWORK NEWS
  ABC has cancelled its summer procedural drama 
series Take Two, two months after the show wrapped its 
13-episode first-season run. The straight-to-series drama, 
which starred Rachel Bilson and Eddie Cibrian, never 
got much ratings traction, averaging 2.71 million total 
viewers and a 0.4 in the adults 18-49 demo. It did not fare 
much better in delayed viewing, averaging 3.83 million 
total viewers and a 0.6 in the demo in Live+3... Deadline 
reports that ABC has opted not to pick up to series its Sue 
Heck-centered spinoff from the hit family comedy The 
Middle. Titled Sue Sue in the City, the 
single-camera comedy stars The Middle 
standout Eden Sher as Sue Heck. It 
was ordered by ABC to pilot in August, 
with Chris Diamantopoulos cast 
alongside Sher and fellow Middle alum 
Brock Ciarlelli, as well as Kimberley 
Crossman, Finesse Mitchell and 
Aaron Branch.

‘COLBERT’ TOPS LATE NIGHT, AD 
REVENUES REMAIN STABLE
  MediaPost reports that through eight weeks of the new 
TV season, CBS’ The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 
continues its winning streak when it comes to total viewers, 
as well as improving its 18-49 viewer metric.
  Late Show is averaging a big Nielsen 3.57 million 
viewers, looking at the season-to-date metric, well above 
NBC’s Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon at 2.37 million 
and ABC’s Jimmy Kimmel Live at 2.09 million.
  In recent weeks, The Late Show has moved up the ranks 
in 18-49 viewers — now virtually tied with Tonight Show — 
earning 663,000 18-49 viewers (a 0.51 rating/4 share) for 
The Late Show and 664,000 for Tonight (a 0.52 rating/4 
share).
  In week ending Nov. 16, Tonight was tops among 18-
49 viewers — at 0.49/3; Late Show at 0.43/3; and Kimmel 
at 0.42/3. The week before, Late Show was in first place: 
0.48/3 in 18-49; Tonight came in at 0.43/3 and Kimmel 
scored a 0.38/3.
  The big three TV late-night shows pulled in a collective 
$1.1 billion in national TV advertising in the November 
2017 to November 2018 period, according to iSpot.tv. 
That’s the same as the previous-year period.

AMAZON GOOF DISCLOSES EMAIL ADDRESSES
  Amazon says it inadvertently disclosed email addresses 
and names of some customers due to a technical error, 
and sent emails to those customers out of an abundance 
of caution.
  Even so, the Seattle-based e-commerce giant insists 
that there was no data breach of its website or computer 
systems. The accidental disclosures occurred ahead of 
Black Friday.
  In a statement given to USA Today via email, a company 
spokesperson said, “We have fixed the issue and informed 
customers who may have been impacted.”
  Such customers were told that they did not have to change 
their email passwords or take any other steps.
  Amazon didn’t reveal just how many people may have 
been affected.

AVAILS
  Account Executive — Los Angeles: Premion, a leader in 
the fast-growing “Over-the-Top” local marketplace, is looking 
for a talented, advanced TV 
Account Executive to help lead 
Premion’s sales efforts. We’re 
bringing a unique approach 
to the market, leveraging 
smart TVs and OTT devices to 
deliver ads in real time for local and regional advertisers 
based on their targeting criteria. 3-5 years of media sales 

experience required. CLICK HERE for 
more information and qualifications, or 
to apply now.
  WCAX-TV, Gray Television’s CBS 
affiliate in beautiful Burlington, 
Vt., is looking for a self-motivated, 
experienced salesperson to join 
our team! This person should have a 
competitive edge that fuels their desire 
to find new businesses to partner with 
and help grow. Your responsibilities will 
be to manage existing clients, find new 

businesses to work with, build marketing campaigns, and 
help local businesses grow using the resources provided 
by WCAX. CLICK HERE for more info or to apply now. EOE
  Local Sales Manager: WTAT FOX 24 in Charleston, S.C., 
is searching for someone to develop 
a sales team that exceeds revenue 
goals by driving client results though 
our various on-air and digital assets. 
The LSM is responsible for leading 
the day-to-day operations of the local sales department. 
We need a proven leader to develop new business and 
provide new and innovative solutions for existing clients. To 
apply, please send resume to jobs@foxcharleston.com and 
include “WTAT-Local Sales Manager” in the subject line. No 
calls, please. EOE/Drug Free
  WPBF-TV, the Hearst Television station located in West 
Palm Beach, Fla., seeks a proven Digital Sales Manager to 
provide energized leadership for our digital sales initiatives. 
The ideal candidate possesses a passion for new media 
and enjoys staying up to date with its evolution, understands 
digital marketing strategy and thrives in a customer-focused 
team environment. If you have a proven track record of 
producing revenue on multiple platforms, click HERE for 
more information or to apply now. WATCH EOE
  WSET in Roanoke/Lynchburg Va., is looking for a strong 
General Sales Manager in their Lynchburg office to help 
guide local, national and digital sales efforts. This position 
requires an individual who possesses strong leadership 
skills who can direct a local sales team 
in selling new business and creating 
revenue streams through a multi-
screen integrated approach. The 
candidate must have a successful 
track record in sales management, 
staff recruitment and developmental 
skills. CLICK HERE for details or to apply. EOE

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.
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Jay Leno Archives

You can tell you ate too much 
for Thanksgiving when you 

have to let your bathrobe out.
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ECONOMY STILL SHINES, BUT CLOUDS GATHERING
  The good economic news for 2019 is that the odds are 
still against the U.S. economy entering a recession. The 
bad news, according to many economists, is a series of 
economic forecasts that calls for growth to not only be 
slower in the U.S., but also globally.
  Fortune says this year has been a banner year for 
economic growth, with the U.S. GDP rising at an annual 
pace of 3.5 percent in the third quarter and at 4.2 percent in 
the second quarter, according to the Bureau of Economic 
Statistics. The economy has been firing on most of its 
cylinders, as consumers spent more, 
companies invested in inventories, and 
local governments maintained their 
spending, the BEA said.
  As economists crunch the numbers for 
their 2019 forecasts, however, they are 
expecting a slowdown. Goldman drew 
some attention last week after it said 
U.S. GDP growth will slow to 1.8 percent 
in the third quarter of 2019 and to 1.6 
percent during the fourth quarter. The 
positive impact of the tax cuts passed in 
late 2017 will fade while financial conditions will tighten, 
Goldman predicted.
  Some economists are taking a darker view than Goldman, 
which is not forecasting a recession before 2020. A survey 
of economists by Reuters last week shows that most 
expect the chance of a recession in the U.S. is still low, 
at 35 percent, although the survey also showed that the 
median probability of a recession has inched up from 30 
percent in the past month.
  Many economists agree that the headwinds facing the 
U.S. economy are growing stronger and more numerous. 
Adding to those headwinds is an anticipated slowdown 
in the global economy. The Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development recently lowered its 
forecast for global economic growth to 3.5 percent from its 
previous forecast of 3.7 percent growth.

U.S. BUSINESS SPENDING SLOWING
  New orders for key U.S.-made capital goods were 
unexpectedly unchanged in October and shipments 
rebounded modestly, which could temper expectations of 
an acceleration in business spending on equipment early 
in the fourth quarter.
  Reuters reports that other data released last week 
showed home resales rising last month after six straight 
monthly declines, although house purchases remained 
sharply down this year. Sluggish business spending on 
equipment, together with a lackluster housing market, 
could stoke fears that higher interest rates are hurting the 
economy.
  There was also disappointing news on the labor market. The 
number of Americans filing applications for unemployment 
benefits rose to more than a four-month high.
  “The economy may have seen its best day already for 
growth and prosperity back a couple of months ago in 
late summer,” said Chris Rupkey, chief economist at 
MUFG. “Winter is coming for the economic outlook where 
business investment spending looks to be topping out, and 
companies have let a few workers go.”

AUTO INDUSTRY’S FUTURE ON THE LINE, AGAIN
  The Financial Times says the U.S. auto industry, a 
decade removed from a government bailout, is once again 
staring down an uncertain future.
  The challenge isn’t a recession, but one of technology: 
Can traditional carmakers endure in a world where cars are 
increasingly self-driving, shared, and powered by electricity? 
 Competing in that world will require investments of many 
billions of dollars to create cars that drive themselves, 
and business models that can make money from fleets of 
autonomous vehicles.

  Auto industry executives and industry 
insiders say the costs cut, brands axed 
and labor deals eliminated 10 years 
ago put the Big Three on a footing to 
sell traditional cars more profitably 
now — and to invest in a future which, 
back then, was not even on the horizon. 
  They say tough measures taken in the 
crisis will also help carmakers weather 
the coming weakening of the U.S. auto 
market, with new vehicle sales expected 
to slip this year to less than 17 million, 

down from 17.2 million last year and 17.6 million in 2016.
  Ford said earlier this year that it will eliminate 
almost all sedan brands in North America, dispose 
of or turn around underperforming businesses in a 
restructuring that could cost $11 billion but cut $25.5 
billion in costs by 2022, about 3 percent a year.  
General Motors is tightening, too, offering voluntary 
buyouts to as many as 18,000 salaried U.S. employees.

THIS AND THAT
   Radio station owner iHeartMedia, which filed for 
bankruptcy in March, is asking a judge to approve a bonus 
plan that could pay its top executives as much as $33 
million next year. In papers filed with the U.S. Bankruptcy 
Court in Houston, iHeart lawyers said the bonuses — 
earmarked for 11 executives — are needed to motivate 
its top managers. iHeartMedia CEO Bob Pittman could 
earn almost $7 million in bonuses if the plan is approved... 
Inside Radio reports that PricewaterhouseCoopers and 
the Interactive Advertising Bureau found that podcasting 
revenue took a 50 percent leap to $168.3 million in the first 
six months of 2018 from the same period last year. IAB’s 
research director says podcasting is proving to be a viable 
ad model... Human communication is critical in marketing 
as 58 percent of consumers report this type of marketing 
drives them to make purchases, per research from Braze 
and Forrester.
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The romaine empire has 
fallen. Cesar is dead.  

Lettuce pray. 

SATURDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY


